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Hearing Mr. Zhang’s words, both Larry and Ethan were shocked speechless!
The two stood up trembling subconsciously, Ethan looked at Mr. Zhang,
And blurted out asking him, “Old Zhang, you said that the lady is moved by the 
heart,”
“Why is she moved?”
Mr. Zhang asked in a low voice, “Do you remember, for the three of us what was 
the biggest wish in the past?”
Larry said without hesitation, “Of course, I hoped that Miss can find the person she 
likes to start a family and start a career,”
“So that she will not be so lonely for the rest of her life!”
“Yes!” Ethan couldn’t help sighing, “I have been thinking about it for decades,”
“Before we were ten years old, the lady took us to play; from ten to twenty years 
old,”
“We played with the lady, and when we were in our twenties and gradually 
matured,”
“The lady was still the lady who was always seventeen years old, At that time,”
“We began to hope that Miss would find her own destiny in life one day,”
“And later we left Miss, many times even for many years without knowing her 
whereabouts and information,”
“But I always hoped so in my heart…”
Saying that, Ethan looked at Mr. Zhang, and blurted out,
“Old Zhang, you just said that the lady moved the heart, is it related to this?!”
Mr. Zhang nodded excitedly, lowered his voice, and said, “Mr. Charlie Wade is in 
Miss’s boudoir right now.”
“Presumably, Miss picked him up from the outside by helicopter just now!”
Larry frowned and said, “Miss has been out for a long time and just came back.”
“Could it be that she went to see Charlie? I remember the lady said,”
“You can’t let Charlie know that she still remembers him,”
“Why did she go to see him at night? Now she is taking him to her own courtyard, 
isn’t she afraid of being spotted by Charlie?”



Old Zhang said in a low voice, “Afraid? Miss has already told him everything about 
herself!”
“What?!”
The two were even more shocked when they heard this.
Ethan said in horror, “Miss…Miss told him all her secrets?!
” …”

Seeing Mr. Zhang hesitating, the two looked anxious.
Ethan stomped his feet anxiously, “Old Zhang, why are you stuttering at this critical 
moment!”
Mr. Zhang approached the two of them and said, “Let me tell you, only the three of 
us can talk about this matter,”
“You two are not allowed to talk nonsense in front of Miss!”
Ethan also came over, and said softly, “Don’t worry! I don’t have a mouth so 
broken!”
Larry also leaned forward, patted his chest, and said, “Old Zhang, God knows what 
you say next, only the three of us know!”
Mr. Zhang nodded, and said very seriously, “I tell you Ah, the key is that when it 
comes to being honest with each other,”
“Miss actually blushed in shame! Over the years, has any of you ever seen Miss 
blushing before?”
“I can’t believe it!” Ethan trembled with excitement, and asked quickly, “Really? Is 
this true?”
Larry was also very excited, and said in a trembling voice, “Old Zhang, are you 
kidding us?”
The three of them, eighty or ninety years ago, played together wearing crotch pants
until they grew up.
The three have similar personalities, and their personalities and dispositions are also
very good.
Although they have chosen different lives since they grew up together with Maria,
They have a deep relationship, just like brothers and sisters.
Ethan used to be in a high position, Larry owned ten thousand family properties,
Both of them lived very successful lives, and Mr. Zhang has been a housekeeper by 
Maria’s side for nearly 90 years since he was still a baby.



It seems that he has achieved nothing, but for the other two, they all admire Mr. 
Zhang very much.
Over the years, Maria has adopted many children, but there are very few who can 
be kept by her side.
Both Ethan and Larry expressed their desire to stay by Maria’s side more than once, 
but Maria did not agree.
In the end, they were all sent out by her,
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